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Scaling Agility

Top 4 Session Goals

✓ Tell a story of a real-life project, 
including the ups and the downs

✓ Be honest, candid and forthright as 
ethically and legally permissible

✓ Share what’s worked well for us and 
what hasn’t worked out as planned

✓ Answer your questions about our 
processes, results and techniques 
implemented
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About me
✴ Started working with web technologies in 1995 at an Internet 

start-up company doing Python development

✴ In 1998 discovered Java Servlets and J2EE a year later, have 
focused almost exclusively on Java since

✴ Managing Consultant with Dominion Digital - 
www.dominiondigital.com

✴ For past 2.5 years, architect and development team lead for an 
established software company developing their next-generation 
flagship product for the banking & lending industries

✴ President of the Richmond Java User Group (RJUG) - 
www.richmondjug.com

✴ Just recently started a blog about agile develpment, design, music 
and other interesting things - www.ryanshriver.com
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“...Bill Monroe, the father of 
bluegrass [music], said the 
best thing you can do if you 
learn how to play bluegrass 
is then go out and get your 
own style”

- David Grisman

✓ There is no one “right” 
way to do agile.  Focus 
on finding “your own 
style” that works 
within your culture.
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Session Topics

1. Case Study Background - Brief history and project context 
for the case study

2. Getting Started - Introducing Agility into the team

3. Current Agile Approach - How our processes have evolved 
over time as the teams have grown

4. Tools & Techniques - Things that have helped us along the way

5. Lessons Learned - Feedback from implementing Agility

6. Best Practices - Gleaned pearls of wisdom

7. Recommendations - Things you may want to consider on your 
Agile project

5
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1. Case Study Background
✴ Product Development - Enterprise software 

development building a next-generation flagship suite of 
products for the lending industry

✴ Highly Customized - Products tend to be significantly 
tailored to each installation, requiring high degrees of 
configuration, business rules and custom integration

✴ Systems Integration - RFP, Sales, product 
development and systems integration projects that can  
spans years and require lots of planning

✴ Enterprise Deployment - We’re using Java 
technology with libraries such as Hibernate, FitNesse, 
Spring and an in-licensed Rules Engine. The system runs in  
a J2EE container (clustering optional) on Unix, Windows 
and (planned) Mainframe platforms. 
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Case Study Timeline
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Iteration Milestone
Started active development for new product suite in 
December 2003.  Starting team:  Approximately 20 persons

0
In January 2004, all team members attended a one-week, on-
site XP adoption course by Adaption Software to learn 
“basics” of XP.  Started first iteration shortly after training.

1 Successfully added a customer to system using FitNesse 
without GUI

7 Stop using two week iterations, start using three week

14 Started hosted web sites for clients with beta versions of 
software

23 Started shipping beta versions of software to multiple clients

40 Current iteration, releasing production system in June 2006 to 
multiple clients. Current team:  Approximately 105 persons
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2. Getting Started
✴ Research - Do some research on your own (conferences, 

books, articles). Start at:

✓ www.agilealliance.org - Agile Alliance

✴ Training - Invest in some formal Agile training to supplement 
your research. Decide on a specific flavor of Agile as your base 
(XP, Scrum) to start

✓ www.adaptionsoft.com - Adaption Software

✴ Project & Release Planning - For product development, 
create a Product Vision & Strategy with a Roadmap for the first 
few planned releases of the system

✴ Iterate - Identify key resources, set aside 2%-5%* of the 
project’s budget (cost or time), and iterate over the initial set of 
requirements within budgeted amount. Evaluate, make 
adjustments and repeat again.

8* Source: “Competitive Engineering” by Tom Gilb - www.gilb.com
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Early Approach
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3. Current Agile Approach
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Scaling Agility

Characteristics
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Early On Currently

2 week iterations 3 week iterations

Development Only
Development, Release & Integration 

Projects 

Architecture rapidly evolving Architecture stable, gradually evolving

Getting the “feeling” of things Agile processes are Business As Usual

Rules, processes, best practices just 
starting to develop

Rules, processes, best practices have 
become more refined and somewhat 

documented

~20 team members ~100 team members
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Growing Pains

✴ Developing and automating Iteration Turnover 
processes to deploy new code for Stakeholders

✴ QA resources feeling overwhelmed on the final 
day(s) of early iterations

✴ Agreeing on the right set of requirements and:

‣ Their level of detail

‣ How they’ll be communicated and documented

‣ The processes used to create them
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Some of growing pains we experienced getting started:
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Current Iteration Schedule
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Stakeholders
✴ “A stakeholder is any person, group or object, which has some direct 

or indirect interest in a system” - Tom Gilb *

✴ Responsible for:

✴ Setting overall project goals

✴ Doing project and release planning

✴ Providing support for the project 

✴ Monitoring the progress

✴ Can include:

✴ Executive Sponsors

✴ Product Managers

✴ Marketing & Sales

✴ Board of Directors

✴ System Users (in a variety of business & technical roles)
14* Source: “Competitive Engineering” by Tom Gilb - www.gilb.com
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Customers
✴ Responsible for specifying the functional and quality 

of service requirements for the system

✴ Determines order in which features are built within a 
release. 

✴ Provide feedback to system under development and 
guidance for developers

✴ Staffed with personnel that:

✴ Possess business analysis skills, typically with a deep 
domain background

✴ Are product managers responsible for product 
development

✴ Can act as proxies for real life users of the system

✴ Write technical manuals, help and system documents
15
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Development Team
✴ Currently 38 developers in 2 cities split across 5 development teams & 

architecture team all working on the same iteration schedule

✴ Primarily focused on building product features, although some are 
focused on custom systems integrations and support

✴ Around iteration 31 we switched to parallel development teams, each 
configured with 6-8 members comprised of:

✴ 1 Team Lead

✴ 3-4 developers

✴ 2-3 QA members

✴ Each team has daily stand-ups and the entire team (Customers, 
Developers, QA, etc.) have twice-weekly stand-ups (Tue & Thur)

✴ Customers tend to group ‘related’ stories together for a team to work 
on during an iteration, although this can sometimes be difficult
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Quality Assurance (QA)
✴ Works as part of the parallel development team 

ensuring developer’s code meets requirements

✴ Primarily focuses on functional and integration testing 
for features in the iteration (includes primary and 
alternate flows)

✴ Also works with Customer team identifying test 
cases for upcoming stories 

✴ Responsible for:

✴ Developing and running test scripts

✴ Manual testing of system

✴ Monitoring daily smoke and nightly regression test 
runs
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User Acceptance Team
✴ Focused on more ‘holistic’ product testing that 

includes:

✴ Business Processes

✴ End-to-End tests

✴ Product Help, Documentation, Packaging, etc.

✴ Tends to focus most exclusively on the GUI 
interface (web based system)

✴ Has separate hosting environment that is 
periodically updated with new code (typically at 
iteration turnover)
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Systems Integration
✴ Focused on integrating a specific release of a product 

into a clients environment

✴ Involves:

✴ Project management

✴ Functional and Quality of Service Requirements

✴ Data mapping and integration

✴ Configuration and customization

✴ In case study, smaller systems integration projects are 
done by the product company (a separate division) 
while larger projects use professional 3rd party 
systems integrators
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Release Team

✴ Focused on getting the product out the door!

✴ Composed of developers, QA, configuration 
management

✴ Responsible for:

✴ Creating product distributions for delivery

✴ Final release and verification processes

✴ Assembling patches and service packs for 
release

20
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4. Tools & Techniques
✴ We use a variety of Low and High Fidelity tools

✴ Low fidelity (low-fi) here means very simple 
representations of project artifacts

✴ High fidelity (hi-fi) here means more advanced 
representations of project artifacts

✴ Physical separation of some development teams 
has introduced a need to shift from lower to 
higher fidelity artifacts over time

✴ As the teams have grown and stories have 
increased, there has been more overhead with 
keeping the low-fi solutions up to date
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Examples of Low Fidelity

✴ Story Cards

✴ Iteration 
Tracking Board

✴ Story Wall
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Unique Story 
Number

Color-coded sticker per 
application layer / components

Strikethrough signifies 
this developer is done 
with their piece

Signed and dated by 
QA when approved

Developer’s initials & their estimate

QA Testing Estimate

Story Name

Story Estimate
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Iteration Tracking Board
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Stories In 
Progress

Stories 
ready for 
review 
by QA

Stories 
approved 
by QA

High Priority 
Bugs
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Online Story Tracking

25

Upcoming 
Iterations

Upcoming 
Stories
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Examples of High Fidelity

✴ Twiki & Online 
Story Tracking

✴ Continuous 
Integration

✴ Automated 
Testing

26
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Twiki
✴ Implementation of the Wiki concept that’s pretty feature-

rich

✓ c2.com/cgi/wiki - Ward’s original Wiki

✓ www.twiki.org - Twiki

✴ Used for:

✴ Documenting design ideas

✴ Developer guides, policies and best practices

✴ Team roster, org chart and contact info

✴ Performance testing results and analysis

✓ http://twiki.org/cgi-bin/view/Plugins/XpTrackerPlugin - 
XP Tracker Plugin for managing stories online
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Continuous Integration
✴ Continuous Integration is not just CruiseControl

✴ Our Continuous Integration (CI) environment 
consists of:

✴ CVS Version Control

✴ Cruise Control

✴ Maven

✴ Custom deployment scripts

✴ Dedicated servers running WebLogic, 
FitNesse, Oracle

28
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Case Study CI Environment
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Automated Testing
✴ We focus on the following types of testing:

✴ Java Unit Testing

✓ www.junit.org - JUnit

✴ Integration Testing 

✓ www.fitnesse.org - FitNesse

✴ User Interface Testing

✓ www.openqa.org/selenium/ - Selenium

✴ Performance Testing

✓ www.mercury.com - Mercury LoadRunner

✴ Don’t forget Manual User Acceptance Testing!!!

30
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5. Lessons Learned
✴ Project and Release Planning - They’re both crucial 

to setting and managing expectations (both internally and 
externally)

✴ The first few iterations can be rough - Stick with 
it and follow your instincts

✴ Refactor early and often - The longer the 
refactorings are put off, the costlier they are to perform

✴ Designs masked as requirements - Learn to 
identify and separate Design Ideas from Requirements

✴ It’s not just the code - Software development is only 
part of the Winning Solution*. Documentation, Training, 
Release processes, Support processes, Systems Integration 
projects and product vision and strategy are all key to 
success

31* Source: “Beyond Software Architecture” by Luke Hohmann - www.lukehohmann.com
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Things that worked well
✴ Low-Fi - Customized Story Cards and the Iteration 

Tracking Board

✴ Parallel Development Teams - Breaking a larger 
number of Developers & QA into smaller teams focused 
on related sets of stories

✴ Automation - Return on investment with Continuous 
Integration environment and fully automated FitNesse 
regression test suite

✴ Checklists - Implementing checklists for artifact 
handoffs between teams

✴ Open areas - We tore down the cube farms and put up 
long tables where team members work in close 
collaboration
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Things that didn’t
✴ Two week iterations for product development 

- Feeling amongst all team members was a perpetual 
“rush” and constant turnovers.  Extending iteration by a 
week greatly helped things.

✴ Full test-driven development with FitNesse - 
English test outlines were good, but building full FitNesse 
test tables an iteration ahead of time caused lots of 
rework if the design or requirements changed

✴ Putting off certain “hard” decisions for later - 
By the time decisions were made, the amount of 
refactoring had increased. What earlier could have been a 
simple change now became more complex and costly.
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6. Best Practices
★ Start minimal and adapt your process over 

time as your project evolves

★ Don’t be afraid to try something new...and 
don’t be afraid to speak up when it’s not 
working. Measurements greatly help here!

★ Focus on the quality of your deliverables 
between teams. Establish processes with 
Entry and Exit criteria that form “acceptance 
gates”

★ Think of teams as people working together 
using a common set of processes. 
Continually evaluate your processes for 
potential improvement

34Shewhart / Deming model of Plan - Do - Study - Act,
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7. Key Recommendations

✓ Find your own style

✓ Measure and Track

✓ Feedback and Continuous 
Improvement
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Finding Your Own Style 
✓ Find your own style taking into account:

✴ Culture - of the country, industry, company, 
department and team

✴ Motivation - Ground Up or Top Down adoption? 
Perceived need for agility is by whom?

✴ Development Type - Prototype, project, product...

✴ Buy-in - from a majority of team members

✴ Physical proximity - of all project participants

✴ Feedback - from early iterations based on experience

36
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Measure and Track
✓ Develop a way to quantitatively track any project metric 

you’re interested in and incorporate them into your Iteration 
(and Project) tracking and reporting

✴ Iteration & Project Metrics may include:

✴ Velocity - Total number of stories completed (QA 
approved) in each Iteration (Velocity)

✴ System Quality - Number of bugs reported / 
resolved / outstanding

✴ Percentage Complete - Towards the upcoming 
Release (and potentially 

✴ Quality of Service - Metrics around Performance, 
Usability and other
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Feedback Continuous and 
Improvement

✓ Bake feedback and continuous improvement into all 
your processes as a regular part of the project

✴ Regular Feedback Meetings - Do Stop / 
Start / Continue workshops after milestone 
events (Iterations, Releases, Project)

✴ Team Forums - Create a culture where 
everyone’s input is welcome for improving the 
project. Give lead members a regular forum to 
bring ideas before their peers and selected 
stakeholders
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